
The 2000-pound load-rated diamond plate deck with a slam shut Utility Gate provides storage 
for equipment, tools and materials.  A hex-punched headache rack protects your cab, 
provides visibility, and keeps your cab cooler.  The double e-track positioned high and low 
runs the entire length of the interior of the compartment boxes and 
delivers versatile tie down points and other e-track accessories like 
ladder hooks or storage bins.

Similar to a Bed Cover, when the tailgate of your truck is locked, 
it creates secure storage beneath the deck with the flexibility 
for customized organization.  The two double lift-door high 
side utility boxes positioned on the deck each include an 
adjustable shelf for even more storage options.  

Take the Utility Deck to the next level by selecting from additional 
choices like a cargo rack for overhead storage, tool drawers in 
the utility boxes, and a Truck Slide on the floor of the truck bed to 
easily pull out and access the stored contents.  

INTRODUCING THE

HIGHWAY PRODUCTS UTILITY DECK IS THE INDUSTRY’S FIRST 
LOAD BEARING BED COVER WITH UTILITY BOXES AND 

A UTILITY GATE, CREATING THE ULTIMATE 
ALTERNATIVE TO A SERVICE BODY.   

THE UTILITY DECK COMES LOADED WITH STANDARD FEATURES.  

With the secure 
storage beneath the 
cover combined with 
the compartment  
boxes, there is over 
2.5X as much secure 
storage compared 
to a long bed single 

rear wheel service 
body.  And, you still 
have deck space  
for materials, 
equipment, 
and tools!  
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WHY CHOOSE A UTILITY DECK OVER 
A COOKIE-CUTTER SERVICE BODY?

56" CA SRW 40" TALL SERVICE BODY COMPARISON

MORE STORAGE EXPANDED TRUCK OPTIONS 2-HOUR NO DRILL INSTALL

PE STAMP CERTIFICATIONSAVE MONEY

2.5X as much secured storage 
compared to a service body by 
gaining secure storage under 
the deck!

Available for all full-size pick-ups 
and bed lengths, even F150s. Stop 
waiting on cab and chassis supply 
chain issues.

No truck modifications required. Retain 
all bed technology! Reduce down time!

2,000 LB load rating, even with 1G 
lateral acceleration. Crash test ratings 
consistent with ford NHSTA Filing. Bottom 
Line: Don't worry about the Utility Deck,
It's certified.

Lower overall price VS an aluminum 
service body. Vastly decreased 
installation costs. Quickly transfer to the 
next truck; stop throwing away assets.
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